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An immense coronal mass ejection, the likes of which the modern world has never seen, blankets

the Earth and destroys the power grid worldwide.Ripley Miller's a tomboy at heart who has never

met a stranger. Her plans were to finish her veterinary studies and take her family to the country,

where life wouldn't be such a struggle. She thought the worst she'd have to deal with at the

University of Maryland were the unwelcome advances and attitudes of affluent students, and the

occasional East Coast hurricane.She never expected the sun to fall down.Now Ripley has no

communication with her family at home and--thanks to the University's zero-tolerance policy--no

weapons to protect herself. Society is becoming increasingly panicked and desperate, and the

government seems slow to respond.The world, as she knew it, has ended.A new world of

lawlessness, betrayal, and scarcity is beginning.Can she become the woman she needs to be so

that she and her friends can make it home?With the thin veneer of a civilized society collapsing, can

she even survive?
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...It goes quite a ways before it really gets serious. But then there are some surprises. No spoiler



alert: I won't tell you about the interesting thing the story never tells you, but that you will figure out

for yourself if you pay attention. Well written, no serious grammatical or spelling errors, and pretty

good character development with more than a few surprises.

Looking forward to the third installment. Love Grams, Mel, Marco, Ripley, King and all the other

characters. Great development of the story line, you might think that it slows once in a while but

starts back with a bang. Really like the story line, it is different, these people are not ex-seals,

rangers etc., but for the most part average kids in a terrible situation. Thank you for Marco.

Rated it a five for the unique perspectives and wonderful story development! Thanks so much for a

great read, I look forward to the next installment!

It is a page Turner. Not white knuckle reading but suspenseful. Good character development. Easy

to follow and read. Some subtle ideas on prepping but not preachy.

This is an interesting story of young college people who were raised with a knowledge of how to

care for themselves in a scenario where a disaster causes a breakdown in civilization as we know it.

In this story the disaster wipes out electricity throughout the world through a natural occurrence of a

coronal mass ejection from the sun. Something that could actually happen at any time and with no

warning. The story shows the confusion, fear and breakdown of societal "rules" that keep us all

moving along smoothly after the electricity goes off. Who do we turn to and depend on? What do we

do when these people or institutions can not be there because they are all in the same boat we are

in. Something as simple as being aware of the circumstances and taking the first steps can mean

the difference between surviving well or just surviving or perhaps not surviving at all. Our

technologies are wonderful to behold, but what do we do if they are not available for months or even

years?

I hate doing this! I really don't want to take the time. I want to order the next book and start reading. I

usually don't like a book that moves back and forth between characters, but this one flowed so

good. I don't think you will be disappointed in reading this book. Just plan on reading more than one

book. It is so great to read a book that is so good that you want to get the next book.The author

deserved the time I just spent, but I must get going on the next book.Well done.



I loved this book. the author gave what I think will most likely be a true idea of how things will be if

SHTF. I was also relieved to not have to put up with an abundance of kill, rape and pillage stuff that

so many of these books have. Yes there is some violence but I think it is in a reality type

form.Please keep writing I am looking forward to anything else you write.

WOW, this read is pretty close to reality, how people will react in a crisis situation!How many people

take the time to stock up on necessary items to survive a disaster of some sort.Very good storyline,

likeable character, it will keep you at the edge of your seat.Can't predict this read, sit back and enjoy

reading as the story goes on.
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